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In the tradition of mentoring books as if you Were Born Rich by Bob Proctor, The Mentor In Me stands above the rest in
unlocking potential. Irrespective of where we are inside our unique journeys, we can all relate with William’s story.
Because author and entrepreneur William Todd shares his inspiring trip as a mentee of Bob Proctor himself – using its
highs, lows, and best breakthroughs. A jewel among mentoring books, The Mentor In Me offers visitors clear insights into
William’s personal development trip, assuring them that actually the most successful entrepreneurs must embrace and
incorporate classic concepts like repetition to attain mastery. Conversely, he explains how he embraced the principles of
the Seven Levels of Awareness to change his paradigms and unlock his own potential – and how that can be done the
same. Why? Initially resistant to the confirmed tools and guidance Bob Proctor presents, he describes the moments
when he failed to summon the necessary discipline to check out through on his mentor’s instructions, very much to his
detriment. Although highly regarded among entrepreneur books, The Mentor In Me suits individuals atlanta divorce
attorneys walk of lifestyle – from parents and kids to educators and corporate professionals. If you appreciate books
from Bob Proctor and John Maxwell, you’ll like The Mentor In Me by William Todd, featuring a Foreword by Bob Proctor
and an Epilogue by business owner Marty Jeffery.
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It's about the journey! Great Book, I love it! Bob Proctor's Forward and Marty Jeffries epilogue certainly are a delight to
learn also.Just ordered 3 even more copies to provide my daughters---all professionals who want to keep growing---for
their birthdays this month. This book surpasses any other personal growth book I've . I really like books that are easy to
. Love the clear, straight foreword, guidelines such as not only how to proceed but also what NOT to perform. Reading it
more often than once is crucial as the short but meaningful activities to work through deserve a bit more period and
contemplation. I specifically like William's tales and Bob Proctor's handwritten notes in the text. Fellow PROLONGED
Learners, this is an excellent addition to your personal growth collection. The data WT has shared with me is AWESOME.
How Mr Proctor helped him out so very much. He admired this guy and trusted him when he needed it the most. What a
great romantic relationship to possess with someone. I liked the point that you just don't give up in life. You study from
your experiences or mistakes and get to do better.Another stage he made, you stop blaming others for your straight
down moments in life, you are the 1 in control. If you feel now there is something lacking, trapped in rut, depressed, or
just wish to know yourself (brain, body, and spirit) better, I Recommend this book! Highly recommended. This publication
modivates and inspires! This book has the potential to activate major transformations!. An abundance of details and
wisdom shared in an individual style with universal charm. Great guide to help us in our continuing journey through life.
Worth much more than the price.Existence is full of adventures, just do not get stuck, and if you do, reach out to
someone to help, there is always a better way. It is amazing. A must read if seeking to grow and individually develop. It
really is amazing. . Love it! Love it! It's fun and easy to read and ... The essence of the book is that personal development
is a journey, and William Todd takes us along on his personal journey as he grows through the 7 degrees of awareness.
It's fun and easy to read and what I learned is huge!! Read it once again. The Mentor In Me helps provide guidance for
the struggles we all face daily. . Willam Todd isn't just a mentor but a great friend. The data WT has shared with me ...
Willam Todd isn't only a mentor but an excellent friend. We liked how Mr Todd shared his complete existence with
everyone I actually liked how Mr Todd shared his complete existence with everyone, his ups and downs. WT provides
changed my life for ever!!!The knowledge from the Mentor in Me book is price less. William is a great storyteller, and I
could relate my own existence to his tales.ThanksWillamFrom the bottom of my heart!! The trick is when you see them
identify them and take full advantage of their guidance. I've learned so very much and I'm still learning because as
William stresses life is a trip and we can keep developing and bettering ourselves and our lives. Powerful personal
growth guide - love it!. Simply phenomenal! The Mentor in Me is an excellent book! I really like books that are easy to
read, and this book isn't just easy to read, nonetheless it gets ideal to the idea. I have and can continue steadily to
recommend Mentor in Me publication to everyone. I am keeping this book near by for sure! Essential read for the
personal reflective reader! It was a pleasure conference William in Bob Proctor's Fourth Dimensional Leadership
Seminar this past year, and learning from him. William is a genuine tale teller with the fantastic ability to hook up to his
audience! Great companion book to read over and over! .! Fantastic read! I received a signed duplicate of this book..
Quite often, we think about others becoming our mentor. When actually, we are our own mentors. Can't wait till they
read it so they can talk about it with me! It had been very thought-provoking, and insightful.. This book surpasses any
other personal growth book I've read. It brings about the mentor in us . I do recommend both the book and the training
course! I am forever grateful to have already been led to this publication and that William Todd got the time to talk
about his experiences in order to assists others like myself. plus it is available in Spanish ! It asks questions, gives
scenarios that make you think and grow. Insightful thoughts - you need to read this book! I've examine it at least 6
times and will continue .!!!! We Are All Mentors Everyone needs mentors in their life, you start with our parents and
family , then coaches , teachers , co employees , bosses or close friends.! William sends us on that journey to identify the
mentors in our life and the fact that we to certainly are a mentor for ourselves and those in our life. The workbook
webpages help create clarity. Great book!! I desire I had this book/manual when I initial graduated from college. The
Mentor in Me is a great book! Buy it if you want to purchase yourself Great read. Extremely engaging and thought
provoking. Received a signed copy from Todd at a Proctor event. Browse it, do the exercises. I did the 21 Days
Awareness Course, down to earth, easy to check out and I discovered a lot! Fantastic Book with Excellent Readable
Guidance This book is amazing! When I asked a friend for assistance with some personal struggles and simply seeking



my very own mental consciousness, she suggested I examine this book. Immediately I heard the term "publication" and
sensed a knot in my own stomach thinking I'd not have the ability to enjoy/learn anything because I am not really a
reader. However, I was instantly incorrect. Just within the initial couple pages I was able to relate and notice my own
behaviors. As I've continued reading, "The Mentor in Me" provides how exactly to on adjusting and understanding how to
live an improved life. The content is very easy to follow and so helpful! . It asks questions That is both, a book to read,
and a workbook. Move on!
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